
Introduction to Biyuyuan Hotel 
Adresse: 88 Zhulin Rd, Runzhou, Zhenjiang, Jiangsu, China 

Telefon:+86 511 8443 0888 
 

 

 
     Zhenjiang Nanshan Scenic Spot is a provincial scenic spot with beautiful landscape and 

rich historical interest, and also a national forest park, where continuous unbroken mountain 

range is deep and quiet, spring-fed streams lead to seclude sports, age-old threes soar into the 
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skies, Biyuyuan Hotel is just situated in the so-called “natural oxygen bar” of Zhenjiang, which 

is known as “city mountain forest”. The hotel is a garden, integrating natural landscape with 

garden art. Only 2.5 km away from the city proper, it is an ideal place for meetings of all kinds, 

also a holiday resort for tourists. 

 
     There are 225 rooms (or suites) of all kinds, with a total of 384 beds. All the rooms are well 

designed with wide vision, each equipped with optical fiber broadband network.  When you 

are surfing the net, the entire beautiful scenery of Nanshan hill comes into your view. 

     There are about 20 meeting rooms with different specifications, including luxurious 

meeting room, large size multifunctional conference hall, multimedia lecture theatre, micro-
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computer education system, and international conference center equipped with facilities for 

wireless simultaneous interpretation in 7 languages. With completely equipped facilities for 

modern conference, well-trained attendants and high-efficiency reception sequence, whatever 

large sealed conference, discussion, symposium, product show and various kinds of training 

activities you want to organize will be satisfied. 

     In the hotel there are over 30 dining rooms, large or small, each with its unique style, 

which can serve over 1000 people at a time.  Based on huge cook force, Huaiyang-style food is 

mainly served, and others, such as Sichuan-, Guangdong-, Hangzhou- and Shanghai-style food, 

are also prepared to meet various tastes.  So, they are the ideal choice for large banquet, 

high-grade dinner, self-service party and the like. 

     There are also over 20 items of  recreation facilities, such as gymnasium, tennis court 

(double-net), Sauna and entertainment, beauty center, KTV box, chess and card room, ball 

games of different kinds and indoor swimming pool with constant temperature.  Surrounded 

by green mountain and swayed trees in the breeze, you will add more temperament and interest 

by them. 

     Biyuyuan Hotel, a healthy garden, also an active garden. 

 

 

Guest Room Service 
     Elegant and unconventional rooms of different style, equipped with perfect facilities, will 

bring you easy, quick and comfortable treat.  Outside beautiful landscape of Nanshan hill ac-

companied by frequent sings of oriole will surely make you enjoy the pleasure to return to the 

nature. 

 

Conference Centre 
     Biyuyuan conference center possesses about 20 rooms for different meetings, among 

which are 2 high-grade meeting rooms, 1 lecture theatre for 120 people, also a simultaneous 

interpretation system in 7 languages and other conference systems.  Small size meeting or 

discussion with up 300 people, or report meeting or product show, your demand will be satis-

fied here. 

     

Food and Beverage Service 
     There are 1100 dining seats, including over 30 boxes of different sizes and 2 medium size 
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banquet halls each for 100-150 people. Jinshan Hall, a large pillar-free dining hall, is re-

splendent and magnificent with extra-ordinary style, which can room 500 people for dinner.  

Large size banquet or dinner-service for group or conference can be suited, mainly serving 

Chinese food.  Resplendent style is the distinguishing feature.  

 

Recreation Centre 
     Well-equipped recreation center is located in the middle of the hotel.  There are over 20 

items, including gymnasium, Sauna, beauty center and indoor warm water swimming pool.  

Especially there is a multifunctional hall for fraternity dance up to 100 people.  You can relax 

yourself as you like, and recover your vigor here. 
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